Characterization of synthetic copolymers by interaction polymer chromatography: Separation by microstructure.
Gradient elution of synthetic polymers has been studied both theoretically and experimentally using normal and reversed-phase HPLC systems. An accurate equation describing the gradient elution of polymer-homologous series in the context of continuous random-flight model of a flexible polymer chain interacting with attractive surface of the porous material has been derived and experimentally verified against a series of narrow polystyrene standards. Both the theory and the experiment predict the existence of molar mass-independent gradient elution at critical point of adsorption (CPA). The extension of the theory to synthetic copolymers predicts the existence of the CPA for statistical copolymers and describes its dependence on chemical composition and microstructure (blockiness) of the polymer chains. One of the important theoretical conclusions is that blockiness always increases the retention, so that blockier polymer chains elute later than their more random counterparts with the same chemical composition. This prediction has been confirmed experimentally using block and statistical styrene-methylmethacrylate copolymers. Block copolymers do not have CPA and always elute between critical points of the corresponding homopolymers. The retention depends on the polymer molar mass and increases with the length of the blocks from a stronger absorbing monomer. These findings provide theoretical and experimental bases for separation of statistical and block copolymers by chemical composition and microstructure of polymer chains.